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Recombination lifetimes of multicrystalline silicon solar cell precursors have been
measured experimentally as a function of injection!level\ and modeled using Shock!
leyÐReadÐHall statistics[ The expressions for the variable lifetimes are then used
to predict the _nal cell open!circuit voltages and _ll factors using a simple analytic
method[ When accurate recombination lifetimes measurements are possible\ the
predicted parameters match well with the measured values on _nished cells[ The
cells are shown to be limited by the presence of bulk recombination\ which not only
limits the open!circuit voltage through lower lifetimes\ but also reduces the _ll
factor due to a strong injection!level dependence around one!sun maximum!power
conditions[ It is shown that such non!ideal behaviour cannot be adequately explained
by junction recombination[ The speci_c effect of interstitial iron\ an important
impurity in silicon\ on voltages and _ll factors is modeled numerically and discussed[
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INTRODUCTION

M

ULTICRYSTALLINE silicon "mc!Si# solar cells have achieved excellent results recently
using high!e.ciency cell designs[0\1 However\ they still fall well short of the records achieved
on single!crystal silicon[ It is useful then\ to compare the limiting mechanisms in these two
types of cell in order to illuminate the path to further improvements[ For the ultra!high e.ciency single!
crystal cells\ it has been shown that the primary factor limiting the open!circuit voltages is bulk
recombination in the base[2 Performance is further decreased by the injection!level dependence of the
surface recombination velocity of the rear oxide\ which leads to a {kink| in the JSC ÐVOC curve\ resulting
in ideality factors greater than unity\ and hence lower _ll factors[3\4
In this paper we examine the limiting mechanisms in similar high!e.ciency mc!Si cells[ The recom!
bination lifetimes of cell precursors have been determined experimentally as a function of injection!
level\ and modeled with ShockleyÐReadÐHall "SRH# statistics and an emitter recombination term[
Analysis of the results shows that the voltages are primarily limited by recombination in the bulk of
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the cells\ as with the single!crystal cells mentioned above[ However\ the behaviour of these bulk SRH
centres has a similar e}ect to the surface recombination velocity of the rear oxide in the single!crystal
cells[ Speci_cally\ the bulk lifetimes exhibit a strong injection!level dependence which leads to a hump
in the illumination!VOC curve[ Importantly\ the injection!level dependence around one!sun maximum!
power conditions is very strong\ resulting in ideality factors greater than unity and therefore causing
reduced one!sun _ll factors[ Note that the quality of the rear surface passivation of these cells is similar
to that of the single!crystal cells\ but since the bulk lifetimes are signi_cantly lower\ the rear surface has
a negligible impact on cell parameters[
Using a simple analytic method to convert the lifetime measurements into implied IÐV curves\ we
_nd that the measured _ll factors and voltages agree well with the predicted values\ provided the devices
satisfy certain conditions[ Conventionally\ ideality factors greater than unity have been explained by
the presence of junction recombination[ However\ we _nd\ similar to Aberle et al[\3 that such an
explanation is not valid for these cells[ The non!idealities and hence reduced _ll factors are explained
much more plausibly\ in this case\ by the bulk lifetime injection!level dependence[
The practical implications of these _ndings are important[ Commercial solar grade mc!Si often
contains lifetime limiting quantities of metallic impurities\ particularly iron[5 Although gettering by
emitter and Al back!surface!_eld formation helps to reduce the impurity content in the bulk\6 there
often still remain enough impurities to limit the bulk lifetime[ We use the electron! and hole!capture
cross!sections for interstitial Fe "Fei#\ as reported in the literature\ to accurately model its e}ect on
open!circuit voltages and _ll factors\ using the _nite element analysis program PC0D[ The detrimental
impact of these centres on _ll factors is shown to be signi_cant\ even for low Fei concentrations\ due
primarily to the large asymmetry between the capture cross!sections[

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Solar cells were fabricated on 0=4 and 9=3 V cm boron!doped cast mc!Si wafers grown by directional
solidi_cation at Eurosolare\ Italy[ High!e.ciency cell structures were used to ensure good sensitivity
to bulk lifetime dependence in the cells[ Photolithographically!de_ned contacts on lightly!doped "×099
V:square#\ oxide!passivated emitters ensured low emitter recombination losses[ Point!contacts through
an aluminium!annealed "alnealed# oxide on the rear of the cells similarly a}orded very low rear!surface
recombination losses[7 Edge e}ects were avoided through the use of planar di}usions through a 3 cm1
window in a thermal oxide extending well beyond the cell boundaries[
Lifetime measurements were performed using the quasi!steady!state photoconductance "QSSPC#
technique[8 Such a technique is well suited to predicting wafer!averaged cell parameters from lifetimes
on highly inhomogeneous materials like mc!Si\ since the steady!state nature of the method ensures that
both high and low lifetime regions contribute with appropriate weight to the total result[ Hence the
e}ect of grain boundaries for example are implicitly taken account of[ This is often not the case for
transient methods\ which tend to over!estimate lifetimes on inhomogeneous materials due to the rapid
decay of the signal in poor regions[ Recently\ an improved\ more general method for analyzing QSSPC
data has been developed\09 which enables reliable measurement of lifetimes ranging from 0 ms to above
0 ms\ over an injection!level range from around 0×0901 to about 4×0905 cm−2\ depending on the
magnitude of the lifetime[
It is well known that recombination lifetimes can be a}ected signi_cantly by cell fabrication processes[
This is particularly true for mc!Si\ which is often prone to lifetime degradation during high temperature
steps such as oxidations[00 As a result\ in order to make accurate corelations between substrate lifetimes
and _nal cell parameters\ it is crucial that the lifetime measurements be performed near the end of the
fabrication process[ Since the presence of metal contacts makes accurate excess!photoconductance
measurements impossible on our system\ lifetimes were measured just prior to metallization and
immediately after the opening of contact!holes through the front and rear "alnealed# passivating oxides[
To verify that the metallization process did not impact on the substrate lifetime\ the contacts were
Copyright Þ 1999 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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removed on one of the _nished cells and the lifetimes re!measured[ The results revealed no discernible
change[
After metallization\ the one!sun IÐV curves of the cells were measured\ as were their illumination!
VOC pro_les[ The latter was achieved by monitoring the open!circuit voltage on an oscilloscope while
simultaneously monitoring the intensity of an exponentially decaying ~ash!lamp[01

ANALYTIC MODELING TECHNIQUES
Recombination lifetimes in solar cell precursors are a}ected by a number of di}erent mechanisms
which tend to dominate under di}erent injection!level conditions[ Under low! to mid!injection\ the
recombination lifetime is dominated by multiphonon!assisted recombination through defect states\ a
phenomenon which is frequently characterized by ShockleyÐReadÐHall "SRH# statistics[02Ð 04 This
approach can be used to model defect!related recombination at a surface "in the form of a surface
recombination velocity#\ or in the bulk[ Often the combined e}ects of more than one SRH centre need
to be included to accurately describe experimental data[05 From mid! to high!injection\ recombination
in the emitter tends to dominate[ At very high injection!levels\ or in very heavily!doped samples\ Auger
recombination becomes the most important recombination mechanism[ However\ due to the low defect!
related lifetimes in our samples "³099 ms#\ and the fact that the cells operate in low injection\ Auger
recombination plays no role in these devices\ and is subsequently neglected[ Also\ the passivating quality
of the alnealed oxides was su.ciently high to ensure that recombination at the surfaces was insigni_cant
in comparison to other e}ects[ This was veri_ed experimentally\ as explained in the discussion[
In the cells analyzed here\ the important recombination channels then are SRH recombination in
the bulk and recombination in the emitter[ The total recombination lifetime tr resulting from these
simultaneously occurring mechanisms can be conveniently expressed as
0
0
0

¦
tr tSRH temit

"0#

where tSRH is the SRH bulk recombination lifetime and temit an e}ective emitter recombination lifetime[
The ShockleyÐReadÐHall bulk lifetime for p!type silicon is calculated via]04
0
NA¦Dn

tSRH tp9"n0¦Dn#¦tn9"NA¦p0¦Dn#

"1#

Here\ Dn is the excess carrier density\ NA the dopant density\ n0 and p0 the equilibrium densities of
electrons and holes\ respectively\ when the Fermi energy coincides with the recombination centre energy\
and tn9 and tp9 the capture time!constants for electrons and holes of the particular SRH centre[
Emitter recombination is determined by]06
0
temit



J9e"NA¦Dn#
qni1W

"2#

where J9e is the emitter saturation current density\ W the cell thickness and ni  7=6×098 cm−2 the
intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon at 14>C[ This is a simpli_ed expression that is only valid when
recombination in the emitter is not limited by the transport of carriers from the bulk to the emitter\
and a nearly uniform carrier pro_le exists[ It is a good approximation only when J9e is relatively small\
or when the contribution of the emitter to the total recombination is small\ both of which are true for
the cells analyzed here under one!sun operating conditions[
The values of W\ NA and J9e are known by measurement[ By adjusting the remaining unknown
parameters\ namely tn9 and tp9\ a good _t can be obtained for the mid! to high!injection levels[ However\
a further complicating issue that is important for the mc!Si samples is the presence of trapping centres[
These states cause an abnormally large photoconductance at injection levels equal to and less than the
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Figure 0[ Inverse apparent lifetime vs carrier concentration for a 0=4 V cm mc!Si cell precursor[ As well as showing
the total injection!level dependent model\ the constituent parts\ namely the two SRH centres and the emitter term\
are also shown[ The solid circle represents open!circuit conditions under one!sun illumination

trap density "about 0×0902 cm−2 in these samples#\ in turn causing the lifetime to increase dramatically
with decreasing injection!level[05\07 Consequently\ we refer to the measured lifetime as an {apparent|
lifetime[ Such an increase in apparent lifetime does not\ however\ re~ect the true recombination lifetime\
and in fact serves only to mask it[08 This is obviously of signi_cance if we are attempting to use the
recombination lifetime to predict _nal cell parameters such as the open!circuit voltage and _ll factor[
In order to circumvent this problem\ it is possible to _t a trapping model to the apparent lifetime data\
with the modeled recombination lifetime as an input\ and then {turn o}| the e}ect of the traps[ The
details of this procedure are described elsewhere\05\07 but it essentially involves introducing two more
parameters to the _tting process\ namely the trap density Nt and the trapping!time to escape!time ratio
tt:tg[ This allows the recombination lifetime to be calculated at lower injection!levels than would
otherwise be possible[ However\ the accuracy of such a correction decreases rapidly with decreasing
injection!level\ and\ consequently\ the point at which trapping begins to dominate sets an e}ective lower
limit to the injection!levels at which accurate recombination lifetime measurements can be made[
Figure 0 provides an example of a lifetime curve which exhibits all of the features mentioned above[
Below 1×0902 cm−2\ trapping dominates\ as indicated by the apparent lifetime increase with decreasing
injection!level[ Between 1×0902 and 1×0904 cm−2\ the dependence of the lifetime with injection!level is
reversed as SRH recombination dominates\ while above 1×0904 cm−2 the dependence is reversed yet
again as emitter recombination takes over[ Figure 0 also shows the constituent parts as well as the total
lifetime model as _tted to the experimental data[ The data is plotted in the form of inverse lifetimes in
order to make apparent the additive nature of these various components\ as expressed by Equation "0#[
To obtain a good _t\ it was necessary to use two independent SRH centres\ an emitter term\ and the
e}ect of trapping centres[ Note that the recombination lifetime is also shown as extrapolated from
regions above the onset of trapping to well below it by {turning o}| the traps in the model[ As mentioned\
the accuracy of such an extrapolation is uncertain\ but it serves to show\ in qualitative terms\ the
expected injection!level dependence of the recombination lifetime at lower injection!levels[
With an expression for the injection!level dependence of the recombination lifetime\ we can then
proceed to predict the open!circuit voltage of a substrate upon metallization[ Such predicted open!
current voltage vs illumination level data is referred to as an implied illumination!VOC curve[ It is
possible to predict the open!circuit voltage at all illumination levels\ since a knowledge of the lifetime
at each illumination level equates to a knowledge of the total carrier densities[ We can then write the
implied VOC as]19
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It is important to note that an implicit assumption in this method is that the carrier densities do not
vary signi_cantly in terms of their spatial pro_les in the base\ or in other words that the carrier
concentration at the junction edge is equivalent to the average carrier density[ This generally amounts
to requiring the minority carrier di}usion length in the base to be comparable to or larger than the base
thickness[
The implied illumination!VOC curve can be compared with the measured illumination!VOC curve after
metallization[ The short!circuit current density JSC of the cells was measured as a function of illumi!
nation\ and found to be linear over the measurable range[ Consequently\ the implied and measured
illumination!VOC curves can easily be converted to JSC ÐVOC curves by using the factors 12=3 and 23=3
mA cm−1 sun−0 for the 9=3 and 0=4 V cm cells\ respectively[ The large di}erence between these short!
circuit current density values is due to the lack of an antire~ection coating on the 9=3 V cm cell[
It is possible to take the analysis of the recombination lifetime data further still[ Following the
method suggested by Sinton\01 and noting that the currents are linear\ the implied illumination!VOC
curve\ as calculated from the lifetime expression\ is converted into an implied one!sun IÐV curve by
invoking the superposition principle\ and neglecting the e}ects of series resistance[ It is then possible
to calculate an implied _ll factor for each cell[ The result will only correlate well with the measured _ll
factor if the series resistance of the _nished cell is negligible at one!sun operation[ Such a condition is
satis_ed for all the cells presented here due to the low resistance "³9=2 V cm1# of the photo!
lithographically!de_ned and electroplated front _ngers[ Note that any reduction in _ll factor predicted
by the implied IÐV curve arises solely from the injection!level dependence of the recombination lifetime\
as opposed to shunt or series resistances[

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 0 and 1 illustrate lifetime data for two di}erent mc!Si cell precursors\ with base resistivities of
0=4 and 9=3 V cm[ Both show the same general behaviour\ being dominated by traps at low injection\
then exhibiting some SRH dependence\ and _nally being dominated by the emitters at high injection[

Figure 1[ Inverse apparent lifetime vs carrier concentration for a 9=3 V cm mc!Si cell precursor[ The two SRH
curves and the emitter term are shown separately[ The solid circle represents open!circuit conditions under one!sun
illumination
Copyright Þ 1999 John Wiley + Sons\ Ltd[
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Table I[ Fit parameters for Figures 0 and 1[ Two sets of electron! and hole!capture time!constants appear for each
sample\ since two independent SRH recombination centres were required to obtain a satisfactory _t
Sample
type\
resistivity

Dopant
density
NA "cm−2#

Thickness
W "cm#

Emitter
Trap
sat[ current density
J9e "A cm−1# Nt "cm−2#

Trap:escape Elec[!capt[
ratio
time!const[
tt:tg
tn9 "s#

Hole!capt[
time!const[
tp9 "s#

tn9:tp9
ratio

Multi 0=4

0=9×0905

9=917

0=8×09−02

8×0901

9=91

Multi 9=3

3=9×0905

9=921

2=9×09−02

8×0901

9=91

2=22×09−4
0=98×09−3
1=02×09−4
2=22×09−4

0=00×09−1
0=98×09−2
6=98×09−2
2=22×09−3

9=992
9=0
9=992
9=0

The lifetime model described above is _tted to both these curves\ and also shown separately are the
curves due to the SRH centres and the emitter needed to achieve the total _t[ Note that it was necessary
to employ two SRH centres to achieve a good _t in both cases[ In fact it is probable that even more
than two types of recombination centres exist in these samples\ although two are su.cient to _t within
measurement uncertainty[ Robinson et al[4 found that the {kink| in the illumination!VOC curve predicted
by their single SRH centre was much sharper than any measured experimentally[ They concluded that
the presence of more than one type of centre {smoothed out| the kink[ We _nd a similar situation\ but
conclude that two centres are su.cient to achieve a kink matched by experiment in this case[
The _t parameters are presented in Table I[ It is interesting to notice that the ratio between the
electron! and hole!capture time!constants\ tn9:tp9\ for the _rst and second SRH centres\ are the same
for the two wafers of di}erent resistivities[ These capture time!constants are related to the concentration
of SRH recombination centres NSRH and the electron and hole capture cross!sections sn and sp\ which
are characteristic of the type of recombination centre\ through the relations tn9  0:"vthsnNSRH# and
tp9  0:"vthspNSRH#\04 where vth  0=0×096 cm s−0 is the thermal velocity of both electrons and holes at
299 K[10 The fact that these ratios are equal re~ects that\ although they may be present in varying
amounts\ the same two types of recombination centre are present for each resistivity[ It seems reasonable
to expect this to be the case\ since the only physical di}erence between the two samples is the position
of the Fermi!level\ which does not e}ect the ratio of the capture time!constants[
The curves of most consequence in Figures 0 and 1 are the recombination lifetime curves\ i[e[ the
sum of the SRH and emitter terms\ but with the traps turned o}[ It is these curves which are later used
to calculate the implied illumination!VOC and IÐV curves[ Note that although trapping drastically
a}ects the photoconductance!based lifetime measurements\ it does not have a noticeable e}ect on cell
voltage\08 which is determined only by the minority carrier recombination lifetime[
At this stage it is important to establish if the SRH dependence arises from surface or bulk states[
The front surface can be ruled out\ since recombination there is characterized by the emitter term\ and
has essentially no injection!level dependence in the mid! to low!injection range[ Hence\ if caused by
surface recombination\ it must be due to the rear[ These substrates enjoy an alnealed oxide on the rear
which gives excellent passivation[7 Single!crystal ~oat zone "FZ# samples processed with the mc!Si
samples\ of comparable resistivity\ yielded e}ective lifetimes roughly an order of magnitude larger than
the mc!Si samples[ This suggests that the mc!Si samples are bulk limited\ but does not constitute de_nite
proof\ since the grain orientations of the mc!Si samples are random and hence the oxide growth is less
predictable\ potentially leading to poorer passivation[11 However\ when subjected to a corona dis!
charge12 on the rear oxide\ the lifetimes of the FZ wafers increased further due to the _eld!enhanced
passivation\ revealing that\ although the initial passivation was good\ these wafers were rear!surface
limited[ When a similar charged layer was deposited on the mc!Si wafers\ however\ no increase was
observed[ Consequently\ we can safely assert that the SRH dependence of the mc!Si samples arises
from bulk properties[
Another important feature on these graphs is the solid circle representing the recombination lifetime
and injection!level which occur under one!sun illumination[ This is the point which determines the
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Figure 2[ Implied and measured illumination!VOC curves for both the 0=4 V cm and 9=3 V cm cells[ Lines representing
idealities of 0 and 1 are included[ The e}ect of a shunt resistance is evident for the 0=4 V cm cell at low voltages

Table II[ Implied and measured VOC and _ll factors "FF# for the two mc!Si cells
Sample

Implied VOC "V#

Meas[ VOC "V#

Implied FF

Meas[ FF

Multi 0=4
Multi 9=3

531
505

533
503

9=689
9=716

9=674
9=795

open!circuit voltage at one!sun\ and the behaviour of the lifetime below this point will in~uence the _ll
factor[ If the lifetime decreases below the one!sun point\ a reduced _ll factor will result[ For the 0=4 V
cm substrate\ the one!sun point occurs quite near the maximum lifetime\ with a strong SRH dependence
below[ Since there exists a signi_cant injection!level range below the one!sun point that is not a}ected
by trapping\ we can use this data to determine the implied illumination!VOC and one!sun IÐV curves\
and hence predict the _ll factor for this cell with some accuracy[ Note that this is not so straightforward
in the case of the 9=3 V cm substrate\ for which the onset of trapping occurs very close to one!sun open!
circuit conditions\ compromising the accuracy of the recombination lifetime measurements around
maximum!power conditions[
After lifetime measurements\ these substrates were metallized\ and the illumination!VOC curves
measured[ Figure 2 shows the results\ together with the implied illumination!VOC data as calculated
from the recombination lifetimes[ The agreement between the two curves is generally very good\ except
at illumination levels well below one!sun for the 0=4 V cm cell[ The one!sun implied and measured VOC
for each cell is given in Table II[ The large divergence between the data sets at low voltages for the 0=4
V cm cell is caused by a shunt resistance that occurred during metallization[ The shunt resistance is
large enough\ however\ to not signi_cantly a}ect the performance of the cell near one!sun maximum!
power\ and so has little a}ect on the one!sun _ll factor\ as veri_ed by numerically _tting a shunt to the
illumination!VOC curve[
As a consequence of the shunt\ however\ the apparent ideality factor for this cell decreases mon!
otonically from values greater than 1 in low voltage regions\ towards a value of 0 in high!injection\ due
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Figure 3[ Measured ideality factors for the 0=4 V cm "with and without shunt# and 9=3 V cm cells[ The lines are guides
to the eye

to emitter recombination\ as shown in Figure 3[ Also shown is the ideality for this cell with the e}ect
of the shunt resistance subtracted\ revealing that the shunt alone is not su.cient to fully explain the
change in ideality[ A standard interpretation would be to attribute the non!ideality which is not caused
by the shunt to junction recombination\ in accordance with the double!diode model[13\14 However\ an
alternative explanation would be to attribute such non!ideality to the injection!level dependence of the
bulk lifetime\ which is precisely what our data suggests[ Fortunately\ the 9=3 V cm cell has no such
complicating shunt\ and allows us to rule out categorically the in~uence of junction recombination on
the ideality factor[ Figure 3 shows that the ideality factor for the 9=3 V cm cell is close to unity for low
voltages\ increases\ and then decreases again\ in accordance with expectations from the SRH _t to the
bulk lifetime data[ It is not possible to achieve this type of ideality dependence with a standard double!
diode model[ We suggest that a similar dependence is occurring in the 0=4 V cm cell\ but that the low!
injection behaviour is masked by the presence of the shunt\ leading to a dependence that could be
interpreted as junction recombination[ Upon subtracting the shunt\ the 0=4 V cm cell still shows non!
idealities at lower voltages than the 9=3 V cm cell\ but this is due to the more pronounced injection!level
dependence below one!sun open!circuit conditions in the 0=4 V cm cell[
As further evidence against the presence of junction recombination\ we make use of an analytic model
that allows an estimation of the magnitude of the recombination current in this part of a device[ Corkish
and Green15 developed an expression for an e}ective upper bound "which they termed Jrg"0## on the
junction recombination saturation current density Jrg "which is the prefactor for the ideality 1 term in
the double!diode equation#\ that holds under the general conditions of asymmetric junctions and
capture time!constants[ Using the appropriate values as determined for the 0=4 V cm cell\ we _nd that
Jrg ¾ 1×09−8 A cm−1[ Under a forward bias of 9=44 V\ which is close to maximum!power for the cell
in question\ this represents a current loss of merely 74 mA cm−1\ as compared to the observed loss of
more than 0 mA cm−1 when compared to a cell with ideality 0 "see Figure 4#[ Modeling the 9=3 V cm
cell in a similar way reveals an even smaller e}ect "Jrg ¾ 2×09−09 A cm−1#[ Remembering that these
_gures represent upper bounds\ it is clear that junction recombination plays a minor role in these
devices[ This is consistent with other work which concluded that junction recombination is likely to be
important only for silicon cells which are thin "³49 mm# and have very short defect!related lifetimes
"ð0 ms#\ and which have multiple junctions[16
As described above\ the implied illumination!VOC data can be used to predict the _ll factor of the
_nished cells via an implied IÐV curve[ Figure 4 shows the measured and implied IÐV curves for the
0=4 V cm cell[ For the implied curve\ the measured value of JSC "23=3 mA cm−1# is used to scale the
current axis[ Excellent agreement between the measured and implied _ll factors can be seen in the values
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Figure 4[ Implied and measured one!sun IÐV curves for the 0=4 V cm cell[ The inset shows a magni_ed version of
the maximum!power region[ The constant lifetime IÐV curve is for a cell with no injection!level dependence below
open!circuit\ resulting in a higher _ll factor

of 9=674 and 9=689\ respectively\ as summarized in Table II[ Also shown on the _gure is the IÐV curve
expected for a similar cell\ but with a constant recombination lifetime below open!circuit conditions[
The e}ects of emitter recombination are retained for high!injection\ leading to an ideality of 0 for all
injection!levels in this case[ This curve represents an {ideal| cell\ and yields a _ll factor of 9=724[ Thus
the low measured _ll factor can be attributed to the injection!level dependence of the bulk!lifetime\
essentially an intrinsic property of the material\ and not to device design problems such as series or
shunt resistance\ or edge e}ects\ nor to junction recombination[ It is interesting to note that the highest
e.ciency mc!Si cells made to date\1 on similar 0=4 V cm and with a similar cell structure\ also achieved
a _ll factor of 9=684[ We suggest that this cell may also have been a}ected by the injection!level
dependence of the bulk lifetime[
The situation is more complicated in the case of the 9=3 V cm cell[ Table II shows that both the
implied and measured _ll factor values are larger for the 9=3 V cm cell\ as compared to the 0=4 V cm
cell[ The basic reason underlying this fact is that the higher dopant density and lower lifetimes cause
this cell to be in lower injection\ and hence further from the region of strongest SRH dependence[ There
is\ however\ a signi_cant disagreement between the implied and measured values for this cell[ This is
due to our inability to accurately measure the recombination lifetime for this substrate below open!
circuit conditions\ because of trapping e}ects[ In fact\ the lower measured _ll factor suggests that the
recombination lifetime continues to degrade in the trap!dominated region[ It is certainly possible to
add further SRH centres to the lifetime model that reduce the lifetime in this region without a}ecting
the _t at higher injection\ resulting in a more realistic _ll factor[ This points to an important general
conclusion\ in that care must be taken when extrapolating recombination lifetimes into injection levels
below the trap density due to the potential changes caused by {hidden| SRH centres[
It is important to consider here the possible impact of injection!level dependent lifetimes on JSC\ as
non!linearities in the JSC vs illumination curve would invalidate the use of the superposition principle[
For this 0=4 V cm cell\ the minority carrier di}usion length in the base is always greater than the base
thickness\ resulting in essentially uniform carrier pro_les in the base at all times[ It is reasonable then
to expect a linear JSC response from this cell\ which was veri_ed experimentally by monitoring JSC over
a large illumination range[ However\ the analysis of the 9=3 V cm cell is potentially complicated by the
fact that the minority carrier di}usion length in the base is less than the base thickness "about half at
worst#[ The result is slightly non!uniform spatial carrier pro_les\ a situation which is further exacerbated
by the injection!level dependent lifetime\ and potentially jeopardizes the validity of superposition[
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Despite this\ the cell exhibited a linear JSC response\ indicating that these non!uniformities do not have
a signi_cant impact\ and are therefore not expected to a}ect the _ll factor[ Consequently\ we can
reasonably state that reduced measured _ll factor is a result of the injection!level dependence of the
bulk lifetime near maximum!power\ even though trapping made accurate modeling impossible[
Injection!level dependent bulk recombination lifetimes are of course not restricted to mc!Si[ Boron!
doped Czochralski "CZ# silicon\ widely used for solar cell applications\ is known to su}er from
light!induced bulk!lifetime reductions due to boronÐoxygen complexes[17 These complexes exhibit a
moderately strong injection!level dependence\ and often dominate cell performance[ The injection!level
dependence of these centres near one!sun maximum!power operation may result in a slightly reduced
_ll factor in such CZ cells\18 provided the emitter and surface passivation are su.cient to allow the
bulk!lifetime to dominate[
A further example of these e}ects is provided by FZ wafers which were deliberately cross!con!
taminated with impurities from mc!Si samples[29 These contaminated wafers exhibited reduced recom!
bination lifetimes due to the presence of metallic impurities from the mc!Si wafers\ and as a consequence
of the strong injection!level dependence of the lifetime\ resulted in implied VOC curves with idealities of
around 0=24 at one!sun[

IMPACT OF INTERSTITIAL IRON ON c!Si CELLS
It is relevant to consider what the physical source of the two SRH centres used to model the lifetimes
in the mc!Si cells above might be[ The ratios between the electron! and hole!capture time!constants do
not coincide well with those expected from the known capture cross!sections for Fei\ a common metallic
lifetime killer in mc!Si\5 and unfortunately the capture cross!sections are not well known for other
metals[ Also\ considering that the wafers used in these experiments were phosphorus gettered\ and the
gettering layer was removed before emitter formation\ they are consequently expected to have a
relatively low interstitial metallic impurity content[ We therefore attribute the bulk recombination to
metallically decorated crystallographic defects[ Such complexes are known to be common in mc!Si and
impervious to gettering\20 but are not currently well characterized in terms of capture cross!sections[
However\ standard commercial cell fabrication processes can result in a signi_cant quantity of
interstitial metals remaining in the bulk\ despite the bene_cial gettering e}ects of emitter and Al back!
surface!_eld formation[6 By using the capture cross!sections for Fei from the literature\ we are able to
model the e}ect of di}erent levels of Fei contamination on VOC and _ll factors[ Although the results
are speci_c for Fei\ many other metallic impurities that reside interstitially in silicon have similar cross!
sections[ The results then serve the more general purpose of exploring qualitatively the e}ect of
interstitial metallic impurities[
Istratov21 provides a recent review of Fe complexes in silicon\ and suggests the values
sn  4=9×09−03cm1 and sp  6=9×09−06 cm1 for the electron and hole capture cross!sections for Fei at
299 K[ The position of Fei in the band!gap is taken as 9=3 eV above the valence band\ and we also
assume a negligible proportion of Fe present in the form of FeB pairs "a safe assumption for cells
operating under constant illumination22#[ Figure 5 shows the impact of di}ering levels of interstitial Fe
on VOC and _ll factor\ for a 0=4 V cm cell of thickness 9=92 cm\ and with an emitter characterized by a
saturation current density of J9e  2=9×09−02 A cm−1[ Eighty!_ve per cent of the incoming light is
assumed to be coupled into the cell[
There are a number of issues which make the simpli_ed analytic modeling approach used above
inappropriate in this case[ At higher Fei concentrations\ the di}usion length of minority carriers in the
base becomes signi_cantly less than the cell thickness[ This fact\ coupled with the strong injection!level
dependence of the lifetime due to the highly asymmetrical cross!sections\ causes large spatial non!
uniformity in the carrier pro_les[ Also\ the expression for emitter recombination becomes less accurate
when the cells are dominated by the emitter\ due to transport considerations[ As a result\ we used
PC0D23 to accurately model the impact of Fei concentrations on VOC and the _ll factor[ To ensure only
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Figure 5[ E}ect of Fei concentration on VOC and _ll factor as modeled for a 0=4 V cm cell of thickness 9=92 cm and
with J9e  2×09−02 A cm−1[ Also shown is the _ll factor curve for a recombination centre that has an injection!level
independent bulk!lifetime

the impact of the bulk!lifetime was being observed\ rear surface recombination velocities were set to
zero[ Junction recombination was veri_ed to have very little impact\ with the method described above
revealing an upper bound on Jrg of about 1×09−01 A cm−1\ due to the fact that the hole capture cross!
section is much larger than that for electrons in the p!type side of the junction where the space charge
region mostly lies[15
The results in Figure 5 show that for Fei concentrations below 0909 cm−2\ the cells are dominated
totally by the emitter\ which caps the voltage at 536 mV[ For such low Fei levels\ the SRH injection!
level dependence is very slight\ and the lifetime curve is essentially ~at in low injection!levels\ resulting
in an ideal _ll factor of 9=724[ As the Fei concentration increases though\ the _ll factor begins to degrade
due to the increasing SRH dependence around maximum!power point[ As this dependence approaches
open circuit conditions\ VOC begins to drop also[ At around 4×0900 cm−2\ the strongest part of the
SRH dependence is centred near one!sun maximum!power conditions\ limiting the _ll factor to 9=674[
As the Fei level increases further still\ the lifetime becomes low enough to take the one!sun operating
point below the strongest SRH dependence\ and the _ll factor begins to recover[ At these high Fei
levels\ however\ the voltage drops o} very quickly due to the decreasing bulk!lifetimes[
As the Fei concentration increases above 0×0901 cm−2\ a di}erent e}ect begins to dominate[ The
di}usion length in the base is now less than the base thickness\ and so the carrier pro_les become
spatially non!uniform near open!circuit conditions[ These non!uniformities give rise\ in themselves\ to
a further reduction of the _ll factor[ This e}ect occurs even for the case where the lifetime is injection!
level independent[ To illustrate this point\ Figure 5 also shows the _ll factor curve for a recombination
centre that has such an injection!level independent lifetime[ Clearly it also su}ers from _ll factor
reduction due to spatial non!uniformity[ For the case of the Fei _ll factor curve\ the compounding
in~uences of injection!level dependent lifetimes and short di}usion lengths result in a large _ll factor
reduction at high Fei concentrations[
The physical reason for the dramatic injection!level dependence of the SRH lifetimes for Fei\ and
hence the poor _ll factors\ is the large asymmetry between the electron and hole capture cross!sections\
which di}er by about three orders of magnitude[ Other common contaminating metals\ notably Cr\
have similarly disparate capture cross!sections in the interstitial state[ These results then serve to
illustrate the detrimental impact metallic impurities can have not only on VOC\ but also on the _ll factor\
and provide a plausible alternative explanation for non!ideal behaviour to junction recombination[
It is interesting to note that a recombination centre which gave rise to the opposite injection!level
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lifetime dependence\ i[e[ a lifetime that decreases as the injection!level increases\ would result in _ll
factors lar`er than the constant lifetime case[ This would only hold if the lifetime was still large enough
to avoid the _ll factor reduction associated with spatially non!uniform carrier pro_les caused by short
di}usion lengths[

CONCLUSIONS
High!e.ciency cell designs applied to mc!Si solar cells result in devices whose performance is limited
almost wholly by the bulk recombination lifetime\ as opposed to single!crystal cells\ which tend to be
limited by a combination of bulk recombination and surface recombination at the rear oxide[ Further
improvements in mc!Si cell e.ciencies therefore have to stem from increased bulk lifetimes[ Treatments
such as gettering can help to improve lifetimes\ but only to an extent[ There still remain bulk recom!
bination centres that cause decreased voltages due to lower lifetimes and also reduced _ll factors due
to strong injection!level dependence of the lifetime[ Consequently\ it seems that non!ideal _ll factors
are often an intrinsic property of the material\ and are not always caused by device issues such as series
and shunt resistances\ nor by junction recombination\ which is shown to be of little importance in these
cells[ The e}ect of interstitial Fe on the bulk!lifetime injection!level dependence is shown\ through
modeling\ to signi_cantly reduce _ll factors\ at contamination levels as low as 4×0900 cm−2[ Any
recombination centres that have highly asymmetric capture cross!sections\ as many interstitial metals
do\ will have similar e}ects[
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